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Regulators strike back, markets bite back

China may be communist, but that doesn’t mean the state always gets 
its own way. Outsiders looking in expecting an almighty Leviathan 
are likely to be disappointed. China functions much more like a large 
ocean tanker, with the regulators only able to nudge things and then 
hope that it can be fixed down the line. 

Why? Because China’s scale makes anything that is said in Beijing 
almost certainly redundant by the time it gets down to the people or 
companies fighting it out for market share. 

 

Take China’s war on pollution for example. Many have looked to Xi 
Jinping’s speech at the United Nations in September 2020 as being 
the first sign that China is taking ESG and environmental governance 
seriously. But China has been going green for a long time. The issue is 
not in central willpower as much as local execution. 

Executive summary
China’s regulators want to do their jobs and make China’s markets work better. Recently, they’ve been given a boost in 
power. And that’s hitting the stock market hard, with Alibaba, Meituan, and Didi all suffering major corrections. 

This is usually pitched as personal — Xi Jinping versus Jack Ma — but the most recent targets are all in industries that 
appear in dire need of regulation. China’s online education, bad debt, and delivery services industries arguably all 
needed intervention.

But this is not a story of China denying market forces; rather, it is one of private companies facing necessary 
regulation, correcting, and seeing their share price recover. China’s regulators are starting to get more things right than 
they used to. They may mean some short-term market pain, but bring longer-term economic gain. 

 

https://mcusercontent.com/0c1411a371b7c1645bc8cd530/files/363486f2-654e-470d-9c00-331fe33856c3/Silverhorn_Briefing_China_goes_red_to_be_green.01.pdf
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The company Luopingxin committed serious environmental breaches. 
These came to the attention of the central authorities, itself no 
mean feat given China’s size. After that, the issue is of so much 
concern that the national People’s Daily newspaper, the official 
newspaper of the Chinese Communist party and the paper of record 
on old Chinese official issues, denounced the energy company. The 
Ministry of Ecology and Environment in Beijing also denounced the 
company. These public denunciations came three months after the 
central government sent special inspectors down to Yunnan to see 
what happened with the environmental problems. Finally, the central 
securities regulator of China also investigated and condemned both 
the company and its directors for their environmental violations.

Yet, the regulations and punishments themselves all had to take place 
at local level. The actual clean up itself still took three months after the 
central government broadcast their discontent. That is because it takes 
time to trickle things down. 

The other factor of import is the relationship between the market, 
regulator, and company. Inspections were carried out in March. 
Central notification of the nation took place in June. But the securities 
regulator only announced the ESG breach in September. 

What might this mean? One interpretation is that market signals 
are often lagging what the government announces, but we don’t 
understand the government signals. 

A ticket not to ride

Solving this fragmentation puzzle has allowed China’s regulators 
to gain far more power. For example, Chinese ride share behemoth 
Didi rang the bell on its monster New York Stock Exchange listing on 
Wednesday. On Friday, it was already under investigation by China’s 
cybersecurity regulator. On Sunday, they announced the penalty: a 
banning of signing new users through the app stores within China.

This is not Didi’s first interaction with the regulator in recent months; in 
April, along with 30 other companies, Didi was punished for what were 
described as monopolistic activities. 

However, the recent action is very different. They follow the national 
data protection regulations, rather than antitrust. As a recently listed 
firm in the United States, Didi, and similarly targeted employment 
company, BOSS Zhipin, remains highly exposed. It is an excellent test 
case for regulators as to the impact of rules determining what data 
should be kept on shore and what data allowed to flow out. (The new 
law allows data to be transferred offshore, but a special permit must 
be applied for the local authorities.) 

Transfer of data is already a major issue: Tesla for example was 
recently punished by the market for a draft law, an article of which 
stated that “personal information or important data shall be stored in 
China according to law. If it is really necessary to provide it overseas, 

Figure One above shows the dilemma. It is an outline and a process map of a case brought against a publicly-listed, state-owned Chinese energy company in Yunnan. 
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it shall pass the data exit safety assessment organised by the national 
network information department.” 

While the regulators’ actions themselves are unlikely to impact Didi’s 
bottom line, the timing of this caused consternation. It is highly 
unusual that you have a regulatory action taken against a company in 
the same week that it hits the Stock Exchange; and this unsurprisingly 
left many investors jittery. Didi itself should be fine. The regulation can 
be quickly rectified, and they are unlikely to lose much revenue. After 
all, you can still use Didi. There is no way for regulators to remove the 
app from individual’s mobile phones. Rather, this is a slap on the wrist 
that blocks new users, most likely only for a week or so.  

From a market perspective, the cyberspace regulators’ actions hinder 
the trust in the market. But this is the US stock market, and it’s not 
clear that China really cares. China’s target audience is domestic, and 
not going to be affected as much by the investigation as overseas 
investors. This can also be seen in the timing of the announcement; 
with the cybersecurity regulator issuing documents late on a Friday 
evening in Chinese time, after all the markets are shut, but still before 
opening of business within New York. 

From a regulators perspective however, this is merely the first 
application of a new law. They see it as a question about storing 
information onshore as opposed to shifting it offshore. Chinese 
regulators rather worry about what can be controlled rather than look 
at what the market impact may be. This is more a call for rectification 
and correction, one that provides Chinese authorities with far better 
information.

Why people take poetry more seriously than regulation

On a Thursday in early May, Meituan CEO, Wang Xing quoted a poem 
to discuss what was on his mind. The poem itself referred to China’s 
first emperor, Qin Shi Huangdi, who both established the first Chinese 
empire but also burnt and persecuted his critics. This was widely 
interpreted as a criticism of China’s current leader, Xi Jinping. 

Wang deleted the poem on the weekend, and claimed that it referred 
to possible Meituan rivals, ones not yet seen or imagined. 

But by then it was too late; perhaps tipped off by the weekend deletion 
of the poem, media broke the story of the poem. Investors sold off 
Meituan shares steadily throughout Monday through Wednesday 
night, and Meituan shares fell nearly 12%. The fall is based solely on an 
interpretation of the poem as criticising Xi Jinping. 

Compare this with when Meituan was actually directly named, shamed, 
and punished by China’s anti-monopoly regulators. The regulators 
launched a probe into Meituan’s business model specifically on April 
25. As per usual for anti-monopoly regulators, the announcment 
happened on a weekend (that of April 25); yet on the Monday, 
Meituan’s share price barely moved. 

Similarly on April 12 Meituan, along with other Chinese tech giants had 
to publicly promise to comply with China’s anti-trust laws. In neither of 
these cases did Meituan’s share price move much. That is in spite of 
the regulatory impact being very large. 

There is precedent for Chinese poetry moving markets. Jack Ma visiting 
Chinese schools and reading a poem on January 20 after the cancelled 
Ant IPO also caused a 9% jump in the value of Alibaba’s share price, 
despite constant regulatory pressure. 

In these particular cases, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that 
founder activity has a more immediate impact on share price. A careful 
analysis of government regulation shows that in the limited number 
of cases we have thus far state action precedes founder activity, not 
the other way around. One first issues regulations in prose that the 

founders respond to with poetry, rather than the poems leading to the 
crackdowns. 

Moreover, this focus on the individual ignores that there are preceding 
actions, and those are regulatory. 

Meituan is really in trouble due to rightful regulation

The strongest signal of Meituan’s trouble was not reported in Western 
media: Xi Jinping’s visit to Guangxi included a long speech about 
improving the lives of delivery workers.  

“We must improve the social security system for those in flexible 
employment and safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of truck 
drivers, courier brothers, and takeaway food couriers” Xi said, stressing 
the need to protect the legitimate rights and interests of “courier 
brothers”.

This was a coordinated national order. Instantly, the central post office 
told all bureaux to “mobilise” around Xi’s speech; different provincial 
post regulators had already prepared their responses and were quoted 
prominently. This was not an off-the-cuff remark, but rather a carefully 
coordinated campaign. 

Most other delivery businesses were spared. JD.com and SF Express 
both had special “model workers” promoted as representatives of what 
Xi wanted. The heads of ZTO and YTO Express delivery companies 
were both allowed to speak. Shentong Express, Yunda, Best Group, 
and other large companies were all quoted. Meituan was extremely 
conspicuous in its absence. 

For Meituan, this is a serious issue. Xi Jinping-fronted coordinated 
national campaigns that have synchronised criticism of a company 
are not easy to stare down. Moreover, delivery is at the heart of not 
only Meituan’s business model but also that of major rivals. JD.com 
for example could arguably be called a logistics company that delivers 
goods. Yet Meituan is the company being singled out. 

This is the other battleground that Meituan is fighting on: as well as 
needing to sort out its delivery driver payment scheme it needs also to 
avoid being caught up under China’s regulation of platform companies 
(that is, giant tech companies who provide services across a swathe of 
Chinese life – for more, please see our report on Tencent and health). 

Xi Jinping recently argued the platform economy was also to take on 
a broader role in society, serving “high-quality development and high-
quality life”. This extended the remit of what the tech giants are to do 
to cover also “the rights and interests of businesses using the platform 
(and) ... the responsibilities of commodity quality and food safety” as 
well as to safeguard the rights and privacy of users’ data, and clarify 
the labor protection responsibilities of platform enterprises.” It is this 
last point that Meituan appears to be caught out on. 

This is the dilemma that now faces Wang Xing: he is fighting a 
regulatory war on a couple of fronts. It is understandable that he uses 
poetry to release his frustration. But the issue of how to pay delivery 
drivers more while keeping Meituan profitable is, we would argue, 
the most pressing one. Moreover, it shows how the government is not 
trying to attack the founder as much as regulate the firm. 

And, we need to be clear: this regulation seems to be working. As far as 
we can tell, the human stories are driving change very successfully. For 
example, the Beijing Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security 
issued social media footage showing the bureau’s deputy director 
working as a Meituan delivery driver for the day. The footage went viral. 
His pay for the day was cut by 60% for taking too long to deliver food. 
“Money is very difficult to make” he said afterwards in the clip, which 
even made it into international media.  

https://bilby.ghost.io/official-line-top-5-articles-2021-04-28/
https://mcusercontent.com/0c1411a371b7c1645bc8cd530/files/dcc439aa-a5d9-48ae-8891-f0a7351f2fdf/Silverhorn_Briefing_Asia_and_the_Virus.02.pdf
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Meituan’s response was to cite “22 surveys done with riders” and note 
that they were working on improvements. Such a response did not 
seem to placate the central authorities. They responded this week with 
a “central logistics guide”, issued by the Central Committee that runs 
China, outlining how procurement was to work and further cementing 
the comments of the Xi visit. So Meituan has had to issue a complete 
guide to how it will improve life for delivery drivers and abide by central 
regulations.

Online Education

A similar situation can be seen in online education. On March 27,  there 
were mutterings that the government may introduce stricter regulatory 
measures. The stocks of major education firms plummeted 18% to 45% 
on market speculation. 

The rumour was based on a document circulating online which alleges 
that the Ministry of Education and other authorities held a talk on 
March 15 discussing measures to reduce the burden from homework, 
and from After-School Tutoring (AST) for compulsory education 
students. 

To do this, the government will introduce three specific measures: 
strictly reviewing and approving AST institutions, and no longer 
approving new AST bodies. Second, standardising tutoring services, 
which will reduce the ability for AST bodies to charge price premiums. 
Also, all prices will have to go through education regulators. Thirdly, 
banning advertisements for online or offline AST bodies. It is alleged 
that public schools are designed to provide more after-school services 
to students, focusing on the development of comprehensive and 
quality education.

Yet this document did not come about. Moreover, blocking firms from 
advertising needs the support of the Party, and cannot be done by 

the government alone. The same applies for curriculum changes; that 
would need to go through the Party. Hence, unsurprisingly, the rumour 
did not occur. 

Instead, there was a punishment of four online education firms. 
The violations themselves were largely to do with selling courses in 
advance, in violation of the advance admission and fee collection rule 
of the Ministry of Education. The target for the Ministry of Education 
activities was to keep tuition fees sold to three months duration only, 
and not force students to do combination courses.

This is clearly not the same as what was mooted. But, moreover, there 
was notice in advance. The early indicator for this was published 
in the Beijing Youth Daily, on the February 18. This pointed out that 
the education market had become very heated and made a number 
of claims about how companies should not sell products too far in 
advance.  

Why was there such a divergence? Because the rumours conflated two 
different activities at different stages of China’s policy lifecycle. 

Education is not governed by a classic top-down policy making 
process. The city in which an online company is headquartered 
regulates its conduct across the nation, and indeed the globe. 
Beijing authorities are punishing a certain number of firms to act as 
an example to the others, and using the response of these firms to 
calibrate how it will direct the entire industry. There are no significant 
online education players in China not headquartered in Beijing. So 
if Beijing can force these companies to be compliant, it will affect 
conduct nationwide. 

Again, we have a situation where the rumour has had more impact 
than the policy. The table overleaf outlines all the formal actions on 
education that have occurred in the last six months.
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Many early warnings: Online Education

A crackdown announced early: Online Education 
6 January 2021 
Report of the National work conference for the Ministry of Education. The MoE proposed to make great efforts to regulate and rectify after-school 
training institutions and formulate a governance plan as soon as possible.

20 January 2021  
China’s Ministry of Education holds meetings with online tutoring companies; these were not formal documents or measures but rather 
“discussions of concerns”. Among the regulators’ concerns were excessive advertising spending and companies misappropriating prepaid tuition 
fees. 

3 February 2021  
Ministry of Education work requirements, approved list of what it is meant to do for the rest of the year. 

18 February 2021  
Beijing Youth Daily editorial on page 2. This is an activist policy newspaper; this article denounced how the education market had become very 
heated and made a number of claims.

6 March 2021  
Chinese President Xi Jinping called disorder in the tutoring industry “a stubborn malady” and vowed to solve the problem in a March 6 meeting 
with medical and health education committee members attending the annual meeting of China’s legislature.

10 March 2021  
Online rumors that there would be a “double reduction policy”. Beijing would impose new limits on the number of training institutions, such as 
freezing approvals of new out-of-school education firms targeting primary- and middle-school students; bringing the price of extracurricular 
services more in line with costs and market demand; and banning certain kinds of advertising, such as on online platforms. This triggered share 
price slides at New Oriental and TAL of more than 10%.

31 March 2021  
Ministry of Education issues an Opinion on the promotion of kindergarten and primary school classes (linked to curriculum changes, based on 
a range of 2018 activities). The Opinion said that primary schools are not allowed to hold entry exams, while kindergarten primary schools are 
forbidden from holding preschool courses.

31 March 2021  
The State Council and the Ministry of Education held a press conference to discuss the 14th Five Year Plan for education. The Minister of 
Education then commented on the AST industry, said that it would “tighten scrutiny of AST institutions and investigate and punish illegal training 
activities and…regulate off-campus competition programs.”

25 April 2021   
Minister of Education names several large online education companies as violating regulations on selling too many months of courses in advance. 
The companies were ordered to fix these problems, and publish corrective measures, but were not fined. 

7 May 2021 
Beijing Party secretary (in top 25 most powerful people in the country) and mayor met with representatives from public schools and leading AST 
companies to warn them about the possibility of the so-called “double reduction” policy. 

17 May 2021  
State Council circular restricting foreign curriculum and foreign ownership of schools catering to kindergarten to 9th grade students.

21 May  2021 
The Central Commission for Deepening Reform, perhaps the most important policymaking body of China, issued a specific notice on education. 
This was then republished on CCTV, and notified on the front page of the People’s Daily. It listed the two broad goals for education and after-
school tuition as being “supervising them more closely” and aligning better with central goals. It did not mention any reduction in advertising 
specifically. 

1 June 2021  
The Law to protect minors was amended by the central government to ban the teaching of any school curriculum to preschool students. 

1 June 2021  
15 AST companies are punished by the anti-monopoly regulator over false claims, exaggerations in their claims of their education, and misleading 
parents. 

15 June 2021  
Ministry of Education creates a Bureau of Supervision of Off-Campus Education to regulate private tutoring services that target middle and 
primary school students. 

22 June 2021  
National Development and Reform Commission inspects Chongqing kindergartens, outlines how it wishes kindergarten reform to proceed for the 
forthcoming year.

2 July 2021 
Ministry of Education tells all schools and universities to move their classes forward and reduce holidays in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Conclusion

While these are only three case studies, they do lend themselves to 
some useful thought patterns. First, at present there is a focus on a top 
down, centrally-led model of how policy and regulation works. This is 
at odds with all evidence of how education regulation has been carried 
out. Not isolating who actually makes things happen makes predictions 
less likely to be correct as signals are being missed.

Secondly, we need to distinguish between official and unofficial 
signals, and that affects how predictions are made. In the Meituan 
case, the main signal which was missed came from a very high-
profile Xi Jinping visit. In the education case, it came from an official 
newspaper, and the policy lifecycle was followed perfectly thereafter. 
In the case of Didi, the signals were sudden, but the interpretations 
unclear. 

 

Finally, we perhaps need to see regulatory actions as improving the 
real economy but is not always being reflected in share prices. Stories 
about founders, and rumours about crackdowns are very good for 
selling newspapers. But narratives of individual battles often obscure 
the very real daily realities of a government trying to run a gargantuan 
country that needs to improve people’s lives. In both cases, the 
regulators activities appear to have been normal responses to small 
cases of market failure. Fixing these problems will make for better 
sectors and better companies — but not, unfortunately, make for better 
front page stories. 

As China continues to grow, we expect what makes the news and what 
makes companies move to become yet more different. The question 
remains how we can interpret that better. 
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All information contained in this document is subject to 
copyright with all rights reserved.

Investing involves risk
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